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General Comments 
This document covers QlikView build 11.00.11404 Service Release 2 Beta. This document has not gone 

through the same review process as the final Release Note and could contain misleading information. 

The release contains components of QlikView Desktop, QlikView OCX, QlikView Server, QlikView Publisher, 

QlikView web parts for Microsoft SharePoint(R), QlikView Workbench and all clients except clients for mobile 

devices. 

 

Special Note: 
Bug:45832 QMS: Using NTLM Authentication with Custom or Alternate Login Page Vulnerability Fix 

We are issuing an update to address a potential vulnerability in authentication when using NTLM 

authentication with Custom or Alternate Login Page.   

 

To implement this update and ensure that the combination of NTLM/custom login page/alternate login page 

is correctly secured please ensure that the following are implemented 

Install SSL if not already installed. The fix for this combination involves transmission of user credentials using 

clear text via HTTP Form standard.  

 

For custom login page to work after the fix the following steps also needs to be followed to change the 

custom login page. 

In the custom form, ensure that the user name input field is named ‘username’ 

In the custom form, ensure that the password input field is named ‘password’ 

In the custom form, ensure that the Form method parameter is set to ‘POST’ 

In the custom form, ensure that the Action parameter is set to ‘/QvAJAXZfc/Authenticate.as[x?back=[URL TO 

LOGIN PAGE]’ 

 

A sample of this recommended implementation is shown below. 

<form action="/QvAJAXZfc/Authenticate.aspx?back=/qlikview/FormLogin.htm" method="post"> 

  <span class="formTitle top">User Name:</span> 

  <span class="formField"> 

    <input type="text" id="username" name="username" title="username" class="top" /> 

  </span> 

  <span class="formTitle">Password:</span> 

  <span class="formField"> 

    <input type="password" id="password" name="password" title="password"/> 

  </span> 

  <input type="Submit" class="loginSubmitButton" /> 

</form> 
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Design Corrections in SR2 
Below are changes to the product not considered as bugs, since they expand functionality or change the 

behavior of the product. 

ID Title 

 48355 Prevent P/E Users Opening OEM Island Docs – Personal edition users are not supposed to be able 

to open OEM Island documents. 

48359 Enhance ListBoxCellContents API structure to include a FieldValue member to properly support dual values 

in List Boxes (via API). 

48360 Store Pivot Table Column Positions within Bookmark – enhances usability of Bookmarks by now 

also storing position information of Pivot table expansion 

48362 LEF Time Limit Checking not only on restart – now regularly checks LEF time limit,only affects 

servers with long time between restarts 

48363 Audit logging use of bookmark values – Audit logging did not store Bookmark usage previously 

48364 Configurable timeout for Access Point Session  - A new setting the web server’s config.xml has 

been added, SessionCookieTimeOut. A value X means that X minutes into the connection, it will be 

closed. The default value is -1, meaning that the session lasts as long as the browser is running or 

until QVS time out. 

48540 Upgrade of subversion(SVN) source control system  solution to support SVN 1.7.x  

 

Bugs corrected in SR2 
A large number of bugs have been fixed (the description is in some cases truncated). 

ID Title 

41046 
Webparts - There is no reference to either not being able to use Custom or needing to use NTLM 

setting on the QlikView Server 

42972 
QV Destop: Errormsg 'There was a problem sending the command to the program.'  when 

opening QV doc without license. 

44106 Issue when locking a selection in Multibox 

44139 Clear all selections does not clear selections when chart is activated (selected) 

44186 Documentation Bug: API Guide is No Longer Included into Installation Program 

44194 Trying to add variable to input box causes script error 

44196 
Adding an expression in ajax, the selected field or variable ends up in front of the aggregation in 

the editor 

44305 Calendar Object Drop-Down List Year Not Show Full Figures 
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44335 
Values within listboxes with State AutoAscending doesn't get sorted properly after document 

reload 

44355 Desktop - ListBox - Show frequency box checked and bolded font not working as expected 

44373 Calculated dimension gives extra values in a listbox 

44380 Documenation - Is missing to dimensions "Enable Conditional" 

44381 Objects - Multiple resize does not work as expected 

44535 Desktop - By creating chart "When number of items exceeds - 10" does not work 

44584 Developer - straight table does not evaluate links in a row with a null value 

44604 
Cross table:When attribute field contains numerical values the data field assumes the same 

values 

44623 Japanese/Chinese characters partly hidden in Chart Properties 

44640 qvConnect32.exe crashes when connecting to a database 

44644 After Moved from Sheet, Charts Remain Both New and Old Sheets IEPlugin 

44647 Developer - In a straight table the label for a total will not stick 

44694 Pasting expression in expression tab not possible after pasting 8 expressions 

44708 Action Set Variable doesn't work when set in ajax 

44720 Desktop: Automation for Dynamic Data Update does not work with IF clause 

44729 Custom Format Cell does not format header row 

44743 Unoptimised load on QVD file hangs QlikView 

44773 AJAX - Calendar object - select date  Values issue 

44792 Desktop - unable to edit expression in input box 

44800 
SalesForce Connector successfully verifies a username and password although the credentials 

are evidently wrong 

44822 QlikView Desktop - Interval not displayed in defined format beyond a certain value 

44828 Documentation: Data souce File such as text file etc, should have different field name. 

44895 QV11 SR1 Dekstop: Clear specific state label not translated 

44904 QlikView 11 - QVS - Whitescreen After Opening Application 

44916 Ajax/webview is populating data from early selections in empty tables for another selection 

45077 AJAX: Unable to change language interface through settings.ini 

45121 Slider Object: Label Orientation Can Not be Applied 

45146 
Javascript API - Using the SetProperty method to set multiple properties in one call doesn't work 

as expected 

45156 Print: Line thickness not taken into account 

45164 Ajax - Sheet Event Trigger “OnActivate” does not position tabrow correctly 

45172 Horizontal dimension label is hidden under scroll bar, if Stagger Labels is disabled 

45241 ServerSideExportEx - Plugin - Not working as expected 

45294 Error message when any application is opened in QV Desktop the first time after reboot 

45330 Developer/IE Plugin - Text as Pop-up - does not display hover over text 

45331 AJAX- Text as Pop-up - displaying prior values of preceded slices in a pie chart 
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45376 Web Parts - Green Colour - CSS creating Automatically 

45410 Problem with label on Popup line charts 

45412 The info function inside the only chart aggregation function 

45425 OEM Embedded License not working (NB! This is not OEM Island) 

45432 Popup labels don't display in chart when zoom differs from 100% 

45445 Dimension limits doesn't work as expected with negative values 

45518 LeasedLicenseCheck=INVALID 

45541 Macro execution during Dynamic Update crashes QVS.exe 

45583 Ajax - ShowRefreshDoc option disappeared 

45611 iPad/iPhone Safari AJAX touch client and input fields 

45678 Ajax/Webview Scroll Bar Not Shown Depending on Total Data in Multibox 

45682 Ajax - One color gradient does not cover the whole screen (Chrome) 

45685 One color gradient does not cover the whole screen (FireFox) 

45686 
The "delete note" window is behind the note thus making it hard to delete the note(FireFox, 

Chrome & Safari) 

45721 
Task triggered on multiple events does not always get triggered even though tasks finish within 

time constraint 

45747 Pivot Table: Drop down functionality seems to use the wrong dimension 

45776 Document Bug: Pivotted Dimensions Not Saved with Include Layout State in Bookmark 

45777 Problem with Firefox when using advanced Styling mode 

45791 IE Plugin: Copied container object does not have properties 

45801 One particualer Straight chart won't export to Excel( plug-in, ajax, developer) 

45859 One color gradient does not cover the whole screen (Safari both Imac & IPad) 

45960 AccessPoint returns wrong document list for user 

45961 Not possible to undo a QVS service login typo 

45964 Ajax API - Get all objects sometimes creates invalid XML response 

46003 Trellis Chart does not show Info Tab 

46017 Long bookmarks name cause the bookmark control to extend out over the rest of the menu 

46020 AccessPoint login behaviour after timeout - redirect to login.htm 

46050 Conditional Expression are slower as same Expression with if statement 

46080 My Server Report: Cannot delete own report 

46087 Adding a variable to the Input Box makes Qlikview freeze 

46097 Custom Property control don't survive browser Refresh. 

46125 Trellis Chart Persistent Colors Automatically Selected, Cannot Be Disabled 

46145 Jmeter - Testing Killing QVS 

46197 Conditional show for Report not working 

46252 Publisher in QV 11 Sr1 - Tasks status on QMC stay on running but they  succeeded in the logs 

46255 Allocated memory exceeded with Count (Distinct) in the expression 
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46309 Script editor does not treat tab-characters as the number of spaces 

46373 HTML text can not be highlighted after inserting QlikView Workbench object 

46375 Manual: Now(0) returns the time of the previous script reload 

46452 QMC Mail Server Setup>Distribute via Email:Selection Buttons of Manage Users Layout Deviated 

46461 Documentation: Export to Excel 

46467 AJAX: actions don't work in text boxes when accessing the qvw from an iPad 

46481 Coummunity link does not work in QlikView v11 

46485 Japanese/Chinese characters partly hidden in Chart Properties 

46510 AJAX: Chrome context menus covered by other sheet objects 

46513 Pivot Table: Pivoting a dimension makes background and text colors to be lost 

46529 Appearance field missing for Container object 

46546 Pattern options does not work for Sheet background color 

46549 OLEDB Connection ignores SQL Script errors 

46550 SQL Command   sqlcolumns  doesn´t  work correctly  with QV 10 

46562 When scrolling horizontal not all objects are displayed for that sheet (small devices) 

46567 No options to switch back to "Small Device Version" in Full version mode (small devices) 

46569 Not possible to calculated expression with more than 501 components 

46577 Cycle through dimensions skips one dimension (Pads) 

46594 
Not possible to use Fully Qualified Domain Name/machine name with domain suffix to send 

mails 

46611 AJAX - Multiple selections cannot be made when dragging the scroll bar 

46633 Documentation: Clear Other Fields action not defined clearly enough in the manual 

46651 wrong date returns with Today(0) and Now(0) when it reloads from QEMC/Local Client 

46677 No options for adding or deleting objects to container object in properties 

46685 
QV11: Appendix regarding Actions and general matrix that describes differences between client 

and server - side functionality 

46699 Publisher -  Task set up to trigger on Multiple Events Completed does not work 

46700 Developer - using a TEXT() as an output for an IF statement causes error 

46813 Too long values are not displayed with # in tables 

46817 
QV11 SR1 chart error on Extensions: Failed to load extension. Make sure it is available at the 

correct location 

46872 List box: Frequency truncated when using And Mode 

46876 Cyclic group in pivot table with muliple dimensions fail 

46894 Qlikview Distribution Service goes down with a .net socket exception 

46943 
Searching for something in listbox and pressing <enter> causes particular document to switch 

tabs 

46961 Firefox disregard return characters on tooltips 

46965 
Document - Alignment - Justified - Bold - Alignment when changing selections are changed a long 

with bolding on some 
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46966 
Pivot Table - Document - Drop down - Drop down showing wrong information when data is 

hidden 

46971 Exporting excel as numbers does not work correctly 

46982 "Allocated memory exceeded" when creating a Block Chart with 3 dimensions 

47001 Documentation: unable to make a multi selection in calendar icon menu in Ajax 

47002 Auto login when using direct Link to document with IEPlugin does not work 

47004 Mailed bookmarks cause the plugin to crash 

47022 AJAX Audit logging causes users to see "lost server connection" message 

47082 Document Bug :Event Trigger does not work with AJAX mode. 

47115 Not possible to include sub via include 

47116 Webview scrollbars are missing 

47122 Document that images in a table box not are printed from the ajax client 

47128 AJAX/WebView - Slider - Negative values are not shown correctly 

47134 OCX registered in HEX format in the Registry instead of decimal 

47138 Delete measurement button in Extension property page does not work 

47139 Second measure can not be changed 

47140 Not possible to enter calculated dimensions in an extension 

47146 AJAX Chart rendering takes very long in SSL/HTTPS mode 

47185 Stacked bar chart: Values on datapoint missing for a value when one of the expression is 0 

47186 Ajax: Wildcard search not working in Ajax in the middle of a word 

47197 Pie Chart: Million symbol not working in chart legend 

47204 AJAX: Text color in caption not respected 

47218 
Qlikview developer and Plug-in V11- Hover over in chart not working if you zoom out to 75% or 

less 

47220 Negative Values displaying on top of X axis on line chart 

47221 Excel export is slower in v11 than v10 

47222 Input field usage in Table object expression requires aggregation function 

47231 IE Plugin - Calendar object - select date Values issue 

47237 Images in listbox don't show correctely when only one value is selected 

47254 AJAX: Unhide tabs place the tabs wrongly 

47257 API method SetOffset does not work 

47264 Qlikview - Script - Reload: Reload crashes QV.exe 

47270 QV11 SR1 Client: Incorrect translation of French error message 

47276 Can´t use @ in either username or password when using login to accesspoint for a iPad client. 

47298 Inconsistent amount of data is returned 

47302 
Can´t search users in custom directory if you change name on directory from custom to 

"something" 

47304 AJAX/WebView: Able to search across data fields in drop down menus in charts 
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47326 Qlikview - Developer - Autonumber is showing different results in V10 than V9 

47347 Developer - Update QlikView QV11 

47349 Desktop - OLEDB connection ignores errors 

47360 QV11 Distribution Service FileSystemWatcher I/O Buffer Overflow Exceptions 

47396 Document with show condition does not work same in SR1 as in IR 

47401 Internet Explorer script error appears after upgarde to SR1 for a specific document 

47418 
Listbox on top layer appears behind chart on normal layer in Ajax/Webview in some 

circumstances 

47421 QV fetches different Records each Reload with a Preload Command 

47436 sending mail via VBscript non-QlikView API calls doesn't work in QVS 

47451 QMC Custom Directory User Password Cannot be Modified in 32-bit Machine 

47452 QMC Mail Server Send test-mail to Not Return Message 

47463 Ajax: Problems with columns and cyclic groups in Pivot Table 

47492 
( Ajax/webview) In V11: LixtBox properties under presentation, 'Order by column' is enable this 

breaks 'Fixed number of columns' 

47494 QlikView 11 - Document Properties - Field Event Triggers Disappear 

47495 Stacked bar chart: Wrong values on data points when making a selection 

47525 Desktop - Expression causing conflict and make application hang 

47540 Managment Console: QEMC - System - Setup - Server - Folder access does not provide scrollbar 

47549 Server Management: Document Administrators unable to disable trigger on their documents 

47553 
License lease in Developer using third-party authentication/IIS Authenticate token reverts to 

machine logon in History as well and break the lease 

47554 V11 and QMC - "Manual Input of User Names" section is not set for Assigning name Cals. 

47588 Graphical issues for the icons on Charts/boxes when moving them (IE8) 

47598 Dropdown for Listbox is not working (FireFox) 

47606 Dropdown for Multibox does not work (FireFox) 

47737 Ajax - Search Object :Unexpected exception occurred! message when deleting in a search box 

47740 File Wizard  - .xlsx named areas can not be identified as possible table 

47754 Distribution tasks with a Reduced Document Name set to inlucde '\' fails. 

47757 Ajax - IE 8/9 Zoom 125% Multiboxes Overlapped 

47772 Adding Link Machine Name does not work in QEMC 

47814 QV11- Hidden script option in the load script is greyed out, if the hidden script was created in V9 

47819 Ajax - it's possible to create bookmark(s) with duplicate name or without name 

47824 QMC: Manage Users does not work in IE7 

47825 Desktop - "Shift inhibits macro" is missing from User preference 

47887 QV11- Watermark is distorted and really dark that is very visually disrupting 

47898 QlikView Webserver: Exception SolutionGlobal.QTLog.ApplicationName  NULL when running IIS 

47902 
Management Console: "Manual Input of User Names" field will change to scrollbar when more 

than 80  letters are written 
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47918 AJAX - charts not rendering after approx 30 minutes 

47981 IE Plugin - Not able to modify a  shared bookmark 

47983 
Problems visualizing the data previously loaded on a chart after changing the type of this chart, if 

a note associated to it is showing. 

47987 Restarting the server that holds root files causes the Document CALs to double. 

48043 Custom User database information gets lost 

48046 'Allow Server Objects' not selected on the console makes the ajax client to become irresponsive 

48073 Workorder does not get sent from QMS to QDS 

48077 Ipad Safari - Excel export icon missing 

48093 AJAX: 'lost connection to server' caused by slider object 

48143 Problem with scroll bar and cyclic groups 

48204 Problem with Polish character when distributing PDF via email 

48266 V11  Document CAL automatically deleted, but it show the wrong message in the screen 

48290 Expression causes QV to stop responding 

48292 Remove @testserver from caption on test servers 

48347 
The Marker in "Search" for List Boxes is behind the two * signs as default, it should be between 

them as default (Transformer pad) 

48396 Show Conditional on sheets not working as expected 

48398 
QlikView Webpart does not see the document if Document Information has been added (.Meta 

file has been generated) 

48420 
QV Destop: Errormsg 'There was a problem sending the command to the program.'  when 

opening QV doc saved in a different version. 

48429 Qlikview Desktop - Function FILEBASENAME ( ) returning name in lowercase 

48432 Include statement is not correct when including multiple files 

48435 Sheet Background Image Gets Distorted In Chrome When Zoomed In. 

48503 All leading and trailing spaces on all fields removed with XLS and SQL, but works fine in XLXS 

48508 Dekstop: Show X-Axis Scrollbar/Container problem 

48509 Distribution Service: FTP access to Data not working 

48517 
QlikView Enterprise Management Console - Users - Section Access Management - Section Access 

Tables - will only hold a limited amount of data 

48590 Qlikview Publisher - Error in distribution, task finished successfully 

48598 Data missing when doing 'loop and reduce' in a document which contains an inputfield object 

48621 Documentation: Session recovery has a different behaviour as in older version 

48635 Impossible to manage User CALs above a count of 1700 - MaxRecievedMessageSize is too small 

48658 Extremely difficult to use slider object on any touch device, due to size of the slider 

48680 Ajax - List box without borders always have a thin border on the right 

48681 Scrolling in long lists and straight tables is difficult when application is zoomed  (AJAX on iPad) 

48690 Document Bug: Comment using /* ...*/ Function Etends over Several Tabs, but not Color Coding 

48696 Extended search box moves relative to the list box when zooming 
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48698 Results from an expression or formula is not as expected 

48711 Publisher: Reduce with only 1 "Selected Values" returns Task Error, also system hangs 

48726 File Wizard  - .xlsx named areas can not be identified as possible table 

48734 Documentation: Bookmark Save layout only saves the layout of the active tab, not other tabs 

48773 License lease lost after QlikView restart when using DMS with Custom Users 

48776 
Publisher external application task job does not show as error when process exits with non zero 

code (failure) Qlikview v11 SR1 

48828 Can´t see users or groups after importing custom directory v 11 SR1 

48849 Moving a collumn in a table box issue (IE10) 

48856 Firefox and IE9: Issue displaying hidden Tabs 

48859 QlikView 11 SR1 - iOS - Gradient Not Working in Web Clip or Mobile Safari 

48873 FormLogin Submit button styling issues 

48880 Subversion: Cannot undo pending changes 

48885 AccessPoint: Incorrect login page shown 

48927 Users with certain Cyrillic usernames cannot access the AccessPoint 

48938 MultiBox Grid Style ignored (Ajax/WebView) 

48945 QVS Reload from HTML File not working from Unix/Linux System (Case sensitive) 

48956 Resizing a bar chart shows incorrect total value 

49047 
Double clicking on apply when adding users and groups in custom directory will clear the group 

list. 

49069 Unexpected exception occurred when adding a dimension to a chart in AJAX 

49085 AJAX - sessions not being ended 

49112 
QlikView 11 - Document Properties - Number Formatting Disappears for document saved in v10 

last 

49136 
QEMC - Qlikview Server - Failed to retrieve Settings from QlikView Server with 10 QVS in QEMC 

and removes the webserver information from the Config.xml 

49140 Last string in axis X of a chart object is not completely shown 

49157 Developer Pivot Table Drop down values incorrect 

49165 Multiple events on trigger get lost by disable/enable of task 

49323 
Ajax/Webview Current Selection Displayed in One Line, Not in Multiple Lines: Functionality 

broken 

49367 Vertical Pivot/Straight Table does not show values in Webview / Ajax 

49379 QlikView 11 SR1 - iOS - Web Clip Not Working 

 

 

 

 

 


